BIG BORE SHOOTING EXERCISE
1.
Introduction
The objective of this shooting exercise is to test/improve a shottists' proficiency with a large calibre
hunting rifle during a shooting competition. A charging buffalo is simulated and the shots must be
made in a very short time. Typical calibres and ammunition for this application will be accommodated.
2.
Target
The target is a portrait of a buffalo approximately three quarters of actual size or any other target
decided on by the Shooting Committee from time to time.
Since the shooting of a dangerous animal is simulated, it is explicitly confirmed that the scoring areas
shown on the target are not necessarily optimal in all conditions. There could be other shot placement
options for a charging animal. Whilst a successful brain shot will have the required effect, it is a small
target and difficult to hit. For the sake of simplicity and uniformity in the exercise, the scoring areas
are distributed between the heart/lung area and brain. The required variation to test the concentration
and skill of the participant to shoot against a time limit, is achieved in this way. It is the hunters
responsibility to ascertain the best shot placement for the hunting of dangerous game in any
circumstance.
3.
Universal rules for shooting exercises
See separate document “Universal Rules for Shooting Exercises” – document: J006.34.06E – for
description of general (universal) items.
4.
Shooting Range Safety Rules and Standard Commands
See “Shooting Range Safety Rules for Participants” and “Standard Commands on the Shooting
Range” - document: J006.35.03E – for loading, unloading and safety procedures.
5.
Rifles
Shotguns are not allowed
6.
Calibres and charges
Any ammunition conforming to both of the following minimum criteria will be allowed:
a. Minimum calibre is 9.3 mm ( .366), and
b. Minimum energy is 3000 ft-pd (mass in grain x velocity in ft/s x velocity in ft/s / 450
400). It equates to the energy (3 000 ft-pd) of a 286 grain bullet at 2174 ft/s.
The table underneath indicates the minimum muzzle velocity for the different bullet weights.
Bullet
Weight
(Grain)

Mininum
muzzle
velocity (ft/s)

Bullet weight
(grain)

300
180
2740
200
2599
320
220
2478
350
240
2373
400
250
2325
450
500
270
2237
286
2174
Reduced loas with pistol powder and wads are not allowed.
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Minimum
muzzle
verlocity (ft/s)
2122
2055
1965
1838
1733
1644
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Since the shooting of a dangerous animal is simulated here, it is confirmed that the formula for energy
as a minimum is used for this exercise to simplify matters. The general availibilty of light monolithic
bullets for big bore calibres is specifically taken into account for the calculation of energy to specify
minimum muzzle velocities. Several more advanced formulae and factors for the determination of
suitable ammunition exist for the hunting of specific species. It is the hunters responsibility to ensure
that the correct ammunition in terms of calibre, bullet construction, bullet weight and load is used for
the animal to be hunted.
7.
Sights and telescopes
No restrictions. (The rate at which the competition is concluded is the equaliser)
8.
Rifle slings
Rifle slings may not be twisted around the arm for stability. It may remain attached to the rifle but must
swing free.
9.
Shooting sticks
Shooting sticks not allowed.
10.

Exercise (item references refer to the document “Universal Rules for Shooting
Exercises”)
All shots are fired from the offhand standing position with no support (refer to item 18.4.2).
a. From 50 meters one shot is fired in 20 seconds to the heart/lung area;
b. From 50 meters two shots are fired in 10 seconds to the heart/lung area;
c. From 25 meters three shots are fired in 12 seconds. One shot to the heart/lung area
and two to the brain.
11.
Scoring
The total score for the exercise is 30 points. Each shottist must shoot a total of two shots at the brain
and four shots at the heart / lung area. If more than the specified number of shots is directed at the
head or heart, the shottist will forfeit the highest scoring shot in the area where there are too many
shots. Any of the six shots not in the positive scoring area, will count -1: i.e.: shots on the
buffalo outside the scoring areas, shots on the target missing the buffalo, shots missing the
whole target and shots not fired. This is the exception on the standard, since it is important for
shottists to practice shooting accurately against a time limit with big bore rifles.
Any participant firing a shot after the time has elapsed, will lose the highest score. No additional time
will be allowed in any circumstance (eg. malfunction of rifle).
12.
Recognition
Shooting badges are available with cut-off points for bronze, silver and gold at 18, 21 and 24
respectively with a maximum score of 30.
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Actual size of target: WxH = 750 x 1000mm. The buffalo target is approximately ¾ actual size.
Target areas

2

W x H mm

Area cm

85 dia

57

36%

heart

125 x 165

160

--

central lungarea

177 x 232

320

200%

larger lungarea

232 x 305

550

340%

75 x 63

36

22%

120 x 104

92

57%

upper portion of heart

central brain
brain/upper neck vertebra

vs Heart

Scores are printed on the target.
The actual lines on the target are thin red lines which are not visible at a distance
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